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Abstract
A theory of Galois co-objects for von Neumann bialgebras is introduced. This concept is closely
related to the notion of comonoidal W-Morita equivalence between von Neumann bialgebras, which
is a Morita equivalence taking the comultiplication structure into account. We show that the property
of ‘being a von Neumann algebraic quantum group’ (i.e. ‘having invariant weights’) is preserved
under this equivalence relation. We also introduce the notion of a projective corepresentation for a
von Neumann bialgebra, and show how it leads to a construction method for Galois co-objects and
comonoidal W-Morita equivalences.
Introduction
In the literature, there are several equivalent ways of introducing the concept of a W-Morita equiv-
alence between von Neumann algebras, for example by means of the categorical formalism ([19]),
Connes’ correspondences ([4]), Paschke’s Hilbert W-modules ([18]) (called rigged modules in [19]), or
linking von Neumann algebras ([3]). The latter two approaches will be the ones we favor in this paper.
Let us state the definition of W-Morita equivalence in terms of linking von Neumann algebras.
Definition 0.1. ([3],[20]) Let P and M be two von Neumann algebras. A linking von Neumann
algebra between P and M consists of a von Neumann algebra Q together with a self-adjoint projection
e P Q and -isomorphisms P Ñ eQe and M Ñ p1 eqQp1  eq, such that both e and p1  eq are full
projections (i.e. have central support equal to 1).
Two von Neumann algebras P and M are called W-Morita equivalent if there exists a linking von
Neumann algebra between them.
In this paper, we will introduce a notion of comonoidal W-Morita equivalence between von Neumann
bialgebras. Let us first recall the definition of the latter structure.
Definition 0.2. A von Neumann bialgebra pM,∆M q consists of a von Neumann algebra M and a
faithful normal unital -homomorphism ∆M :M ÑMb¯M satisfying the coassociativity condition
p∆M b ιq∆M  pιb∆M q∆M .
Supported in part by the ERC Advanced Grant 227458 OACFT “Operator Algebras and Conformal Field Theory”
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Remark: In the literature, von Neumann bialgebras appear under the name ‘Hopf-von Neumann al-
gebras’. We prefer to use the above terminology since it is in better correspondence with the purely
algebraic nomenclature.
Our proposal for a notion of comonoidal W-Morita equivalence between von Neumann bialgebras is
the following.
Definition 0.3. Let pP,∆P q and pM,∆M q be two von Neumann bialgebras. A linking weak von
Neumann bialgebra between pP,∆P q and pM,∆M q consists of a linking von Neumann algebra pQ, eq
between P and M , together with a (non-unital) coassociative normal -homomorphism ∆Q : Q Ñ
Qb¯Q satisfying
∆Qpeq  eb e, ∆Qp1 eq  p1 eq b p1 eq
and, with Q11  eQe and Q22  p1 eqQp1  eq,
pQ11, p∆Qq
|Q11q  pP,∆P q,
pQ22, p∆Qq
|Q22q  pM,∆M q,
by the isomorphisms appearing in the definition of a linking von Neumann algebra.
Two von Neumann bialgebras pP,∆P q and pM,∆M q are called comonoidally W
-Morita equivalent
if there exists a linking weak von Neumann bialgebra between them.
We will give some more information on the terminology we use at the beginning of the second section.
In contexts where linking structures appear, one often has a ‘unilateral version’ accompanying it. This
one-sided version should then arise as the corner of some linking structure. For von Neumann algebras,
we will call this structure a Morita Hilbert W-module (there seems to be no special nomenclature in
the literature).
Definition 0.4. ([18]) Let M be a von Neumann algebra. A self-dual (right) Hilbert W-module
for M consists of a right M -module N , together with a (non-degenerate) M -valued Hermitian inner
product x  ,  yM , such that for any bounded M -module map T from N to M , there exists x P N for
which T pyq  xx, yyM for all y P N .
When the self-dual Hilbert W-module is full (or saturated), in the sense that the linear span of all
xx, yyM , with x, y P N , is σ-weakly dense in M , we call N a (right) Morita Hilbert W
-module for
M (or a Morita Hilbert M -module).
The following definition will then correspond to the unilateral version of a linking weak von Neumann
bialgebra.
Definition 0.5. A right Galois co-object for a von Neumann bialgebra pM,∆M q consists of a Morita
Hilbert W-module N for M , together with a coassociative normal and faithful linear map ∆N : N Ñ
Nb¯N for which the following conditions are satisfied:
1. For x P N and m PM , we have ∆N pxmq  ∆N pxq∆M pmq,
2. For x, y P N , we have ∆Mpxx, yyM q  x∆N pxq,∆N pyqyMb¯M ,
3. The linear span of t∆N pxqpm1 bm2q | x P N,m1,m2 PMu is σ-weakly dense in Nb¯N .
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So the first two conditions give compatibility relations between ∆N ,∆M and x  ,  yM , while the final
one is a non-degeneracy condition.
Given a notion of Morita equivalence, it is important to consider what properties are invariant under
it. The main theorem of this paper will consist of establishing one such an invariant. Let us first
introduce the relevant terminology.
Definition 0.6. ([16],[26]) Let pM,∆M q be a von Neumann bialgebra. We call pM,∆M q a von
Neumann algebraic quantum group if there exist nsf (normal semi-finite faithful) weights ϕM and ψM
on M such that for all normal states ω on M and all x PM  we have
ϕM ppω b ιq∆M pxqq  ϕM pxq (left invariance),
ψM ppιb ωq∆M pxqq  ψM pxq (right invariance).
Note that ‘being a von Neumann algebraic quantum group’ is introduced as a property of a von Neu-
mann bialgebra. However, since the weights ϕM and ψM above turn out to be unique up to scaling
with a positive constant, it is customary to consider them as part of the given data.
Such von Neumann algebraic quantum groups turn out to have a very rich structure, and seem to
form the right framework in which to study the theory of locally compact quantum groups. See for
example [13], [16], [23], [14], [25] and [24] for some generalizations to this setting of a large part of
the theory of locally compact groups.
The following is the main result of the present paper which we alluded to.
Theorem 0.7. If pP,∆P q and pM,∆M q are comonoidally W
-Morita equivalent von Neumann bial-
gebras, then pM,∆M q is a von Neumann algebraic quantum group iff pP,∆P q is a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group.
The proof of this theorem will consist in making the connection with the theory of [5]. Indeed, there
a notion of Galois objects was introduced. Although one can in fact obtain a complete duality theory
between Galois objects (for a von Neumann algebraic quantum group) and Galois co-objects (for the
dual von Neumann algebraic quantum group), we have refrained from carrying out this discussion in
full here, as the details are somewhat technical (in essence, the details of the duality construction can
be found in [6], but one first needs to prove Theorem 0.7 of the present paper to be able to use those
results).
An essential ingredient which allows us to use the theory of [5] will be the notion of a projective
corepresentation of a von Neumann bialgebra. This notion was also introduced in [5], but only for
von Neumann algebraic quantum groups.
Definition 0.8. Let pM,∆M q be a von Neumann bialgebra. A (unitary) projective (left) corepre-
sentation of pM,∆M q on a Hilbert space H is a left coaction of pM,∆M q on BpH q, i.e. a normal
faithful unital -homomorphism
α : BpH q ÑMb¯BpH q
satisfying the coaction property
pιb αqα  p∆M b ιqα.
In the third section, we will show that from any projective corepresentation for a von Neumann bialge-
bra, one can construct from it a Galois co-object for this von Neumann bialgebra. This will generalize
the construction of a 2-cocycle function from a projective representation of a (locally compact) group.
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As linking von Neumann bialgebras between von Neumann algebraic quantum groups turn out to
have a lot of extra structure, such as an associated C-algebraic description (see again [6]), we prefer
to use the following terminology in this case.
Definition 0.9. Let pM,∆M q and pP,∆P q be von Neumann algebraic quantum groups. Then a linking
weak von Neumann bialgebra pQ, e,∆Qq between pP,∆P q and pM,∆M q will be called a von Neumann
algebraic linking quantum groupoid.
Indeed, it is intuitively very helpful to see such a von Neumann algebraic linking quantum groupoid
between pP,∆P q and pM,∆M q as a kind of L
8-space on a ‘quantum groupoid’ having a classical
object space consisting of two objects, for which the pM,∆M q and pP,∆P q then play the role of ‘group
von Neumann algebras of the isotropy groups’, and for which the off-diagonal corners eQp1 eq and
p1  eqQe play the role of a certain topological linearization of ‘the space of arrows between the two
objects’. See the first section of [7] for some more information (and, for a similar interpretation in a
more algebraic setting, see [1]). We note that such von Neumann algebraic linking quantum groupoids
then fit into the theory of ‘measured quantum groupoids’ as introduced in [17].
The concrete structure of this paper is as follows.
In the first section, we will give some more preliminary information on the notions of linking von
Neumann algebras and Hilbert W-modules.
In the second section, we will show how any linking weak von Neumann bialgebra gives rise to a
Galois co-object, and, conversely, how any Galois co-object can be completed to a linking weak von
Neumann bialgebra. We also show that comonoidal W-Morita equivalence is indeed an equivalence
relation. We end by introducing, in the setting of Galois co-objects for von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum groups, an analogue of the right regular corepresentation.
In the third section, we prove the main result concerning projective corepresentations which we men-
tioned above, and use it to give a proof of Theorem 0.7.
In the short fourth section we will consider again the special situation of unitary 2-cocycles for a von
Neumann bialgebra, which was also treated partly in [5]. Such 2-cocycles correspond precisely to
those linking weak von Neumann bialgebras whose underlying linking von Neumann algebra is trivial.
We note that, in the operator theoretic framework, these 2-cocycles were introduced in [10].
1 W-Morita equivalence
The results in this section are well-known, and most of them are essentially rephrasings of the results
in [18], [19] and [22] (section IX.3). We therefore refrain from giving detailed proofs, but will mostly
simply point to the relevant statements in these references.
1.1 Morita Hilbert W-modules
In Definition 0.1, we already recalled what we mean by a linking von Neumann algebra pQ, eq between
two von Neumann algebras P and M . Let us give some more information on the notation we will use
for this concept. First of all, we will always simply identify P and M with their parts inside a linking
von Neumann algebra, thus neglecting the identifying maps. We will also write Qij  eiiQejj with
e11  e and e22  1 e, and
Q 

Q11 Q12
Q21 Q22


.
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This matrix algebra notation is very convenient in practice. Note that this decomposition makes
sense for any projection e P Q, but the special (and characterizing) property of linking von Neumann
algebras is that Q12 Q21 is σ-weakly dense in Q11 (by definition of fullness for 1 e), while Q21 Q12
is σ-weakly dense in Q22 (by definition of fullness for e).
We will further talk simply of ‘a linking von Neumann algebra’ (without specifying what the corners
are) or of ‘a linking von Neumann algebra for the von Neumann algebraM ’ (without specifying the von
Neumann algebra in the upper left corner; admittedly, this puts the lower left corner in a privileged
position terminology-wise). In fact, this terminology dictates the strongness of the isomorphism one is
interested in (keeping none, one or both of the diagonal entries pointwise fixed). The same remark then
applies to more general morphisms: if for example M1 andM2 are two von Neumann algebras, pQ1, eq
and pQ2, f q linking von Neumann algebras for resp.M1 and M2, and φ :M1 ÑM2 a normal unital
-
homomorphism, then a φ-compatible unital morphism between pQ1, eq and pQ2, f q is a normal unital
-homomorphism Φ : Q1 Ñ Q2 sending e to f , whose restriction to a map Q1,22 M1 Ñ Q2,22 M2
coincides with φ.
We also defined already the notion of a Morita Hilbert W-module (Definition 0.4). We introduce the
following terminology concerning maps between Morita Hilbert W-modules.
Definition 1.1. When M1,M2 are two von Neumann algebras, φ : M1 Ñ M2 a unital normal
-
homomorphism, and N1 and N2 Morita Hilbert W
-modules for resp. M1 andM2, we call a linear map
Φ : N1 Ñ N2 a φ-compatible morphism when Φpxmq  Φpxqφpmq and xΦpxq,ΦpyqyM2  φpxx, yyM1q
for all x, y P N1 and m PM1.
When M is a von Neumann algebra, and N1 and N2 two Morita Hilbert M -modules, then we call N1
and N2 isomorphic if there exists a bijective ιM -compatible morphism N1 Ñ N2, where ιM :M ÑM
is the identity map.
Let us recall from [18], Proposition 3.10, that if M is a von Neumann algebra, and N a right (Morita)
Hilbert M -module, then any bounded right M -module map N Ñ N is adjointable, and the -algebra
of all such maps is a von Neumann algebra. We then introduce the following concept (see [19]).
Definition 1.2. ([19]) If M and P are von Neumann algebras, a P -M -equivalence bimodule is a
P -M -bimodule N which is at the same time a right Morita Hilbert M -module and left Morita Hilbert
P -module, and such that
x  xy, zyM  xx, yyP  z, for all x, y, z P N.
The following lemma makes the connection between Morita Hilbert W-modules and linking von
Neumann algebras concrete.
Lemma 1.3. 1. Let pQ, eq be a linking von Neumann algebra between the von Neumann algebras
P and M . Then Q12, together with the M -valued inner product
xx, yyM  x
y, x, y P Q12
and the P -valued inner product
xx, yyP  xy
, x, y P Q12
is a P -M -equivalence bimodule.
2. If N is a right Morita Hilbert M -module, there exists a linking von Neumann algebra pQ, eq and
an isomorphism pi of right Hilbert W-modules from N to Q12. Moreover, pQ, eq is then unique
up to isomorphism of linking von Neumann algebras for M .
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Proof. The first part of this Lemma can be deduced from Theorem 6.5 of [19], choosing a concrete
representation of Q. As for the second part, we can construct the pQ, eq associated to N in a natural
way as the von Neumann algebra of right M -module maps on the direct sum right Hilbert W -
module

N
M


over M , together with the projection e onto N . The fact that this is then a linking
von Neumann algebra follows from the proof of Corollary 7.10 in [19], which shows that N is a P -M -
equivalence bimodule. Finally, the uniqueness statement follows from Proposition 7.6 of [19], which
shows that in any linking von Neumann algebra pQ, eq, the von Neumann algebra Q11 can be identified
with the set of bounded right Q22-module maps on Q12. This then easily allows one to identify this
linking von Neumann algebra with the canonical one we constructed above.
In the following, we will always regard a Morita Hilbert W-module as the upper right corner of its
associated linking von Neumann algebra. This allows us to introduce a lot of operations for Morita
Hilbert W-modules in a straightforward way. For example, if N is a Morita Hilbert W-module,
and pQ, eq the associated linking von Neumann algebra, then the predual of N , whose existence was
proven in [18], may be identified with the space of normal functionals on Q which vanish on all Qij
except Q12. The σ-weak topology of N as the dual of its predual then coincides with the restriction
of the σ-weak topology on N  Q. This allows us to talk about normal maps between Morita Hilbert
W-modules without any ambiguity.
The following Lemma shows how to complete maps which are only defined on a subspace of a Morita
Hilbert W-module.
Lemma 1.4. Let M1,M2 be von Neumann algebras, equipped with a unital normal
-homomorphism
φ :M1 ÑM2. Let N1 and N2 be right Morita Hilbert W
-modules over resp.M1 andM2. Suppose that
N1 is a σ-weakly dense M -submodule of N1, and suppose that there exists a linear map pi : N1 Ñ N2
such that pipxmq  pipxqφpmq and xpipxq, pipyqyM2  φpxx, yyM1q for all x, y P N1 and m P M . Then
pi has a unique extension to a normal φ-compatible morphism Ψ : N1 Ñ N2. If φ is faithful, then Ψ
will be faithful. If φ is bijective, and pi has σ-dense image, then Ψ is bijective.
Proof. As N1 is a linear space, it is also σ-strongly dense in N1. Further, from the φ-compatibility
condition on pi, we easily get that if a net xα P N1 converges σ-strongly to 0, then also pipxαq Ñ 0 in
the σ-strong topology. From these two observations, it follows that pi can be uniquely extended to a
normal map Ψ : N1 Ñ N2, which is then of course still M -linear and φ-compatible.
If φ is faithful, then Ψpxq  0 for x P N1 would imply φpxy, xyM1q  0 for all y P N1, hence x  0;
thus also Ψ is faithful. If further φ is bijective and pi has σ-dense image, then, as the range ΨpN1q is
σ-weakly closed, it must equal N2, and hence Ψ is bijective.
The next Lemma provides a further weakening of the conditions in the previous Lemma.
Lemma 1.5. Let M1,M2 be von Neumann algebras, φ :M1 ÑM2 a unital normal
-homomorphism.
Let N1, N2 be right Morita Hilbert W
-modules for resp. M1 and M2. Let I be an index set, and
suppose xi P N1 and yi P N2 are elements such that φpxxi, xjyM1q  xyi, yjyM2 for all i, j P I,
and suppose that the M1-linear span of the xi is σ-weakly dense in N1. Then there exists a unique
φ-compatible morphism pi : N1 Ñ N2 of Hilbert W
-modules such that pipxiq  yi.
Proof. Let N1 be the right M1-module spanned by the xi. Then the map
pi : N1 Ñ N2 :
n¸
i1
ximi Ñ
n¸
i1
yiφpmiq, mi PM
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is a well-defined φ-intertwining map, since, by the compatibility between the xi and yi, we have
x
n¸
i1
ximi,
n¸
i1
ximiyM1  0 ñ x
n¸
i1
yiφpmiq,
n¸
i1
yiφpmiqyM2  0.
The Lemma then follows immediately by the previous one.
The way in which linking von Neumann algebras most frequently appear is the following (see also
Theorem 8.15 and its footnote in [19]). The proof of the Proposition essentially follows by Proposition
1.3 and Proposition 1.1.(2) of [19].
Proposition 1.6. Let Z be a von Neumann algebra, and let H1 and H2 be two Hilbert spaces equipped
with faithful normal -representations pi1 and pi2 of Z. Denote M  pi2pZq
1 and P  pi1pZq
1. Then
the space N of pi1-pi2-intertwiners is a right Morita Hilbert M -module, and the commutant Q of the
direct sum representation pi1 ` pi2, together with the projection e on H1, is a linking von Neumann
algebra between P and M .
In particular, this shows that the notion of ‘linking algebra’ which was used in [5] coincides with the
terminology of the present paper.
Another way to create Morita Hilbert W-modules is the following. It is essentially a concrete, spatial
approach to ternary W-algebras.
Proposition 1.7. Let H and K be two Hilbert spaces, and let N  BpH ,K q be a σ-weakly closed
linear space for which the set txyz | x, y, z P Nu equals N . Then with M denoting the σ-weak closure
of the linear span of txy | x, y P Nu, we have that M is a von Neumann algebra and N a right
Morita Hilbert M -module for the M -valued inner product xx, yyM  x
y.
Proof. Denote O  N, the set of adjoints of elements in N . By the condition txyz | x, y, z P
Nu  N , we have that O  N  t
°n
i1 x

i yi | n P N0, xi, yi P Nu and N  O are
-algebras. Hence
their respective σ-weak closures M and P are von Neumann algebras (possibly with different units
than 1BpH q and 1BpK q). As N is σ-weakly closed, N is a P -M -bimodule, and then it is immediate
that

P N
O M


is a von Neumann algebra. By the way M and P were defined, it is a linking von
Neumann algebra between P and M . In particular, N is a right Morita Hilbert M -module.
We also record the following Lemma for further use.
Lemma 1.8. Let M1 and M2 be von Neumann algebras, and N1 and N2 Morita Hilbert W
-modules
for resp. M1 and M2. Let pi22 : M1 Ñ M2 be a normal unital
-homomorphism, and pi12 : N1 Ñ N2
a pi22-compatible normal morphism Then if pQ1, eq and pQ2, f q are the linking von Neumann algebras
associated to respectively N1 and N2, there exists a unique pi22-compatible, not necessarily unital mor-
phism pi : pQ1, eq Ñ pQ2, f q such that pipeq ¤ f , pip1 eq  1 f , and such that the restriction to N1
coincides with pi12.
If the right M2-module generated by pi12pN1q is σ-weakly dense in N2, then pipeq  f , and hence pi
unital.
Proof. The uniqueness of pi is immediate. Also the existence of pi : pQ1, eq Ñ pQ2, f q as a normal
-homomorphism follows from basic von Neumann algebraic techniques. If pi12pN1q M2 is σ-weakly
dense in N2, then pipeq acts as a unit on N2 by left multiplication, and hence equals f .
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1.2 Tensor products and composition
Suppose that M1,M2, P1, P2 are von Neumann algebras, and that pQ1, eq, resp. pQ2, f q, is a linking
von Neumann algebra between P1 and M1, resp. P2 and M2. Then we denote Q1 Q2 for the corner
of Q1b¯Q2 by the projection e b f   p1  eq b p1  f q. The reason for this notation is that this can
(easily) be shown to be a special case of a fibred product of von Neumann algebras (i.c. fibred over
C
2), see [11], sections 2.3 and 2.4.
It is easy to see that pQ1  Q2, e b f q will be a linking von Neumann algebra between P1b¯P2 and
M1b¯M2. The operation  is an associative operation on linking von Neumann algebras.
If N1, resp. N2, is a Morita Hilbert W
-module for a von Neumann algebra M1, resp. M2, we can
defineN1b¯N2 to be the right hand corner of Q1Q2, with pQ1, eq and pQ2, f q the linking von Neumann
algebras associated with respectively N1 and N2. We then have a natural injection N1dN2 Ñ N1b¯N2,
where d denotes the algebraic tensor product, and this allows us also to see N1b¯N2 as a concrete
realization of the ‘self-dual completion’ of the pre-Hilbert W-module N1 d N2 for M1b¯M2 (see
Theorem 3.2 of [18], and also Proposition 8.5 in [19]). Moreover, pQ1  Q2, e b f q will then be a
linking von Neumann algebra associated to the Morita Hilbert W-module N1b¯N2 over M1b¯M2. In
the same way, we can take the tensor product of the lower left corners of Q1 and Q2, and thus, if we
write Qi 

Pi Ni
Oi Mi


, we can write
Q1 Q2 

P1b¯P2 N1b¯N2
O1b¯O2 M1b¯M2


.
Finally, if N1, N2 and N3 are Morita Hilbert W
-modules, and φ : N1 Ñ N2 a normal map, it is clear,
by passing again to the enveloping linking von Neumann algebra picture, that one can define a slice
map φ b ι : N1b¯N3 Ñ N2b¯N3, uniquely determined by the property that it is normal and satisfies
pφb ιqpxb yq  φpxq b y for elementary tensors xb y P N1b¯N3.
Let us also comment on how Morita Hilbert W-modules can be composed, which will show in par-
ticular that W-Morita equivalence is an equivalence relation. Let M1,M2 and M3 be von Neumann
algebras, and let N12 be an M1-M2-equivalence bimodule, and N23 an M2-M3-equivalence bimodule.
Consider the associated linking von Neumann algebras, which we will denote as
Q1 

M1 N12
N21 M2


, Q2 

M2 N23
N32 M3


.
Then we can consider the direct sum right Hilbert W-module


N12
M2
N32

 for M2. Let Q be the von
Neumann algebra of bounded right M2-linear maps on this module (using again Proposition 3.10 of
[18]). Then we can decompose Q as
Q 


M1 N12 N13
N21 M2 N23
N31 N32 M3

.
As then N13  N12 N23 and N31  N32  N21, we see that N31 N13 contains N32  pN21 N12q N23.
As N21  N12 is σ-weakly dense in M2, and N32 N23 is σ-weakly dense in M3, we get that N31 N13
is σ-weakly dense in M3. Similarly, N13 N31 is σ-weakly dense in M1. This implies that

M1 N13
N31 M3
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is a linking von Neumann algebra between M1 and M3, which we call the composition of Q1 and
Q2. The N13-part, considered as a M1-M3-equivalence bimodule, is called the composition of the
equivalence bimodules N12 and N23. One could also call the total structure Q, together with the units
of its diagonal components, a ‘33 linking von Neumann algebra’.
1.3 Compatibility with weight theory
Let us now comment on the relation with weight theory for von Neumann algebras (see [22], and
especially Chapter IX, section 3 for a discussion of material closely related to ours).
Let M be a von Neumann algebra, and let ψ be an nsf (i.e., normal semi-finite faithful) weight on M .
We denote by NM,ψ the space of elements x PM for which ψpx
xq   8, by M ψ the space of elements
x PM  for which ψpxq   8, and by Mψ we denote the linear span of M
 
ψ , which also coincides with
N M,ψ  NM,ψ. Then one can linearly extend ψ to Mψ, and we will use the same notation for this
extension.
Now suppose that N is a right Morita Hilbert M -module. Then we can also form the space NN,ψ of
elements x P N for which ψpxx, xyM q   8. Clearly, this space is σ-weakly dense in N as it contains
the set N NM,ψ (in fact, it equals this set by a polar decomposition argument). We can then turn
NN,ψ into a pre-Hilbert space by the scalar product xx, yy  ψpxx, yyM q (we will take the scalar
product in our Hilbert spaces conjugate linear in the first variable, as this is the most natural thing
to do in this context). We denote by L 2pN,ψq its completion, and by ΓN,ψ the natural embedding
map NN,ψ ãÑ L
2
pN,ψq. Applying the same construction to M considered as a right Morita M -
module, we obtain the ordinary GNS-construction associated to ψ. The latter however also comes
with a normal left representation piM,ψ of M on L
2
pMq, uniquely determined by the property that
piM,ψpxqΓM,ψpyq  ΓM,ψpxyq for y P Nψ and x PM . A similar left representation can then be obtained
for N , but it will not act on one Hilbert space, but as linear operators between two different Hilbert
spaces. Namely, for x P N and y P NM,ψ, we have that }ΓN,ψpxyq} ¤ }xx, xyM}
1{2
}ΓM,ψpyq}, so that
one can define piN,ψpxq as the unique bounded linear operator
piN,ψpxq : L
2
pM,ψq Ñ L 2pN,ψq such that piN,ψpxqΓψpyq Ñ Γψpxyq for all y P NM,ψ.
Then piN,ψ will be a normal map of N into BpL
2
pM,ψq,L 2pN,ψqq, and clearly
piN,ψpxyq  piN,ψpxqpiM,ψpyq for all x P N and y PM.
It is also easily computed that
piN,ψpxq
piN,ψpyq  piM,ψpxx, yyM q for x, y P N.
If then pQ, eq is the linking von Neumann algebra associated with N , we can represent it in a faithful,
normal and unit-preserving way on

L 2pN,ψq
L 2pM,ψq


, again essentially by extending the left multipli-
cation operation on

NN,ψ
NM,ψ


. In particular, we have a unital faithful normal -representation of P
on L 2pNq. The above constructions can further be brought in connection with the theory of GNS-
representations for Q, and one could also develop a theory of ‘standard’ representations. However, in
this paper, we will not need this further structure, so we refrain from making these further elaborations.
As we will only need one nsf weight at any particular moment, we will in the following unburden the
notation somewhat by dropping the symbol ψ in the notation for the GNS-construction.
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Let us now give some comments on the tensor product theory of weights. If M1 and M2 are von Neu-
mann algebras, and ψi an nsf weight on Mi, then one can define the tensor product weight ψ1bψ2 on
M1b¯M2. In Definition VIII.4.2 of [22], this is introduced by using the language of (left) Hilbert alge-
bras. Alternatively, ψ1 b ψ2 can also be introduced using operator valued weights: one can consider
pιb ψ2q as an (nsf) operator valued weight from M1b¯M2 to M2, while pψ1 b ιq can be considered an
(nsf) operator valued weight fromM1b¯M2 to M1. Then ψ1 pιbψ2q and ψ2 pψ1b ιq are well-defined
nsf weights on M1b¯M2, and they can be shown to be equal to each other (for example, by using that
an nsf weight can be written as the pointwise limit of a net of increasing positive functionals). It can
then be shown that this agrees with the nsf weight ψ1 b ψ2 as defined in the first way.
Let now N1 and N2 be right Morita Hilbert W
-modules for respective von Neumann algebras
M1 and M2, and ψi an nsf weight on Mi. Then one can identify L
2
pN1b¯N2q unitarily with
L 2pN1q b L
2
pN2q by the unique unitary which sends ΓN1b¯N2px b yq into ΓN1pxq b ΓN2pyq for
x P NN1,ψ1 and y P NN2,ψ2 . In the following, we will then always use L
2
pN1q b L
2
pN2q for the
GNS-space of ψ1 b ψ2, but we will then write the associated GNS-map as ΓN1 b ΓN2 . Of course, the
associated representation of N1b¯N2 then becomes the tensor product representation piN1 b piN2 into
BpL 2pM1q bL
2
pM2q,L
2
pN1q bL
2
pN2qq.
2 Comonoidal W-Morita equivalence
Suppose that P and M are von Neumann algebras which also have some extra structure. One would
then like an appropriate kind of W-Morita equivalence which takes this structure into account.
This leads quite naturally to the notion of comonoidal W-Morita equivalence between von Neumann
bialgebras, introduced in Definition 0.1. Let us remark that the notion of a linking weak von Neumann
bialgebra pQ, e,∆Qq can also be defined more succinctly using the operation  introduced above in
subsection 1.2. Indeed, then it becomes simply a linking von Neumann algebra pQ, eq equipped with
a coassociative normal unital morphism ∆Q : pQ, eq Ñ pQ, eq  pQ, eq  pQ Q, eb eq. We will further
use the following simplifying notation:
∆ij : Qij Ñ Qijb¯Qij
denotes the restriction of ∆Q to Qij . We also follow the same conventions as for linking von Neumann
algebras, and will talk about ‘a linking weak von Neumann bialgebra’ or ‘a linking weak von Neumann
bialgebra for pM,∆M q’.
Let us comment now on the terminology we use. The term ‘weak von Neumann bialgebra’ is a
straightforward analogue of the notion of a ‘weak bialgebra’, as introduced in [2]. (Although the
terminology von Neumann weak bialgebra would then be more accurate, this seems more awkward to
use.) The terminology ‘von Neumann algebraic linking quantum groupoid’ (Definition 0.9) has already
been motivated somewhat in the introduction. Finally, to explain the terminology ‘comonoidal’, let us
suppose for the moment that we are in the finite-dimensional setting, and that we do not consider the
associated -structure. Then it is not difficult to show that if pQ, e,∆Qq is a ‘linking weak bialgebra’,
we have an equivalence functor M -Mod Ñ P -Mod by taking the balanced tensor product on the
left with PNM . This equivalence functor is naturally endowed with a weak comonoidal structure F .
Namely, if V,W PM -Mod, we have
F : N b
M
pV bW q Ñ pN b
M
V q b pN b
M
W q : x b
M
pv b wq Ñ px
p1q b
M
vq b px
p2q b
M
wq,
where we have used the Sweedler notation for ∆N . In case the corners of Q are Hopf algebras, this
weak comonoidal structure can be shown to be strong. A similar discussion then holds in the an-
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alytic setting: for a general linking weak von Neumann bialgebra, we will get a weakly comonoidal
-equivalence between the monoidal categories Rep of normal unital -representations of the corner
von Neumann algebras on Hilbert spaces, and this will be strongly comonoidal if these corners are
von Neumann algebraic quantum groups (see again [6] for details). In any case, we have seen that
it is the comonoidal structure which appears most naturally, hence we use it to designate the structure.
In the introduction, we also introduced the notion of a Galois co-object (Definition 0.5). Let us remark
that one may drop the assumption of faithfulness and normality of the map ∆N in that definition, as
they are a consequence of the second compatibility condition.
The following Proposition provides the connection between Galois co-objects the linking weak von
Neumann bialgebras.
Proposition 2.1. Let pN,∆N q be a right Galois co-object for a von Neumann bialgebra pM,∆M q, and
let pQ, eq be a linking von Neumann algebra associated to N . Then there exists a unique linking weak
von Neumann bialgebra structure ∆Q on pQ, eq such that the restriction of ∆Q to N coincides with ∆N .
Conversely, if pQ, e,∆Qq is a linking weak von Neumann bialgebra for a von Neumann bialgebra
pM,∆M q, then the upper right hand corner pQ12,∆12q is a Galois co-object for pM,∆M q.
Proof. Let pN,∆N q be a right von Neumann algebraic Galois co-object, and let pQ, eq 

P N
O M


be the linking von Neumann algebra associated to N as in Lemma 1.3. Then we can apply Lemma 1.8
with respect to ∆N and ∆M to obtain a faithful normal
-homomorphism ∆Q : QÑ Q Q  QbQ
with ∆Qp1 eq  1 e. By the uniqueness statement in that Lemma, we have that ∆Q is coassocia-
tive, since p∆Q b ιq∆Q and pι b∆Qq∆Q coincide when restricted to N and M . As ∆N pNqpMb¯Mq
is σ-weakly dense in Nb¯N by definition of a Galois co-object, the ‘non-degeneracy’ condition in that
Lemma is satisfied, so that ∆Q : QÑ QQ is unital. Hence pQ, e,∆Qq is a linking weak von Neumann
bialgebra.
Conversely, suppose that pQ 

P N
O M


,∆Qq is a linking weak von Neumann bialgebra. Then it is
clear that pN,∆N q satisfies the first two conditions of a Galois co-object. Suppose that ∆N pNqpMb¯Mq
is not σ-weakly dense in Nb¯N . Since the former space is a non-trivial right Mb¯M -module, we can
find a non-zero x P P b¯P such that x∆N pyq  0 for all y P N . (Indeed: then the σ-weak closure of
∆N pNqpOb¯Oq will be a non-trivial right ideal inside P b¯P , hence there exists a non-zero projection
x P P b¯P which annihilates it by left multiplication.) But then x∆P pyzq  0 for all y P N, z P O.
Since the space N O is σ-weakly dense in P , also x∆P pwq  0 for all w P P . Since ∆P p1P q  1P b1P ,
we find that x  0, a contradiction. Hence ∆N pNqpMb¯Mq is σ-weakly dense in Nb¯N .
Remark: If pM,∆M q is a von Neumann algebraic quantum group, we know that ∆M pMqp1 bMq is
σ-weakly dense in Mb¯M (this follows from Corollary 6.11 of [15], applied to the associated reduced
C-algebraic quantum group)). Hence in this case, we may relax the density condition for a von
Neumann algebraic Galois co-object to ‘∆N pNqp1bMq being σ-weakly dense in Nb¯N ’. This is more
in line with the way Galois co-objects are defined in the setting of Hopf algebras (see [21], section 4,
although the terminology of Galois co-object is not used there).
The following Proposition is mandatory to prove if we want to use the terminology introduced.
Proposition 2.2. Comonoidal W-Morita equivalence induces an equivalence relation between von
Neumann bialgebras.
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Proof. It is clear that if pM,∆M q is a von Neumann bialgebra, then it is comonoidally W
-Morita
equivalent with itself by the linking weak von Neumann bialgebra pQ,∆Qq which has Q MbM2pCq,
and with ∆ij  ∆M on Qij  M . Further, if pP,∆P q and pM,∆M q are comonoidally W
-Morita
equivalent by a linking weak von Neumann bialgebra pQ, e,∆Qq, then also pM,∆M q and pP,∆P q are,
by the linking weak von Neumann bialgebra pQ, 1 e,∆Qq.
Now let pQ1, e,∆Q1q and pQ2, f,∆Q2q be two linking weak von Neumann bialgebras. As explained in
the second part of Subsection 1.2, we can combine pQ1, eq and pQ2, f q into a global 33-linking von
Neumann algebra
Q 


Q11 Q12 Q13
Q21 Q22 Q23
Q31 Q32 Q33

,
with pQ1, eq isomorphic to the upper left hand block, and pQ2, f q isomorphic to the lower right hand
block. We then have an obvious extension of  to such 33-linking von Neumann algebras (which is
then a fibred product over C3), and we can write
Q Q 


Q11b¯Q11 Q12b¯Q12 Q13b¯Q13
Q21b¯Q21 Q22b¯Q22 Q23b¯Q23
Q31b¯Q31 Q32b¯Q32 Q33b¯Q33

.
Transporting the comultiplication structures from pQ1, e,∆Q1q and pQ2, e,∆Q2q, we then have maps
∆ij : Qij Ñ Qijb¯Qij for |i  j| ¤ 1. Now denote by rQ13 the set Q12  Q23, which will then be
a σ-weakly dense subset of Q13 (since, if not, it would have, being a right Q33-module, a non-zero
left annihilator in Q11, which is clearly impossible as Q12 Q23 Q32 Q21 is σ-weakly dense in Q11).
Applying Lemma 1.5 to the elements xy and ∆12pxq∆23pyq for x P Q12, y P Q23, we see that we can
find a normal faithful linear map ∆13 : Q13 Ñ Q13b¯Q13, which will then be ∆11-∆33-compatible and
coassociative. Defining
∆31 : Q31 Ñ Q31b¯Q31 : xÑ p∆13px

qq
,
we get that
p

Q11 Q13
Q31 Q33


,

∆11 ∆13
∆31 ∆33


q
is a linking weak von Neumann bialgebra between pQ11,∆11q and pQ33,∆33q. From this, it follows
immediately that comonoidal W-Morita equivalence is a transitive relation, which finishes the proof.
We now construct, in the setting of Galois co-objects for von Neumann algebraic quantum groups, an
analogue of the right regular corepresentation for a von Neumann algebraic group.
Proposition 2.3. Let pM,∆M q be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group with a right invariant
nsf weight ψM . Let pN,∆N q be a right Galois co-object for pM,∆M q. Then for all x P NN,ψM and
y P NM,ψM , the element ∆N pxqp1 b yq lies in NNb¯N,ψMbψM , and there exists a unitary element
rV P BpL 2pNqqb¯N such that
rV ΓN pxq b ΓMpyq  pΓN b ΓN qp∆N pxqp1 b yqq.
Furthermore, if x P NN,ψM and ω P N, then pιb ωqp∆N pxqq P NN,ψM , and
pιb ωqprV qΓN pxq  ΓN ppιb ωq∆N pxqq.
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Proof. The proof that rV is a well-defined isometry is completely the same as in the case of von
Neumann algebraic quantum groups, by the simple observation that ∆N pxq
∆N pyq  ∆M px
yq for
x, y P N , and the fact that pψM b ιqp∆M px
yqq  ψM px
yq1M for x, y P NN,ψM , by (polarization and
the) definition of right-invariance.
But in this case, also the proof that rV is a unitary is easy. Indeed, since ∆N pxyq  ∆N pxq∆M pyq for
x P N and y PM , we have, for x P N and y, z P NM,ψM , that
rV ΓN pxyq b ΓN pzq  ∆N pxqpΓM b ΓM qp∆M pyqp1 b zqq.
Now elements of the form pΓM b ΓM qp∆M pyqp1 b zqq have dense linear span in L
2
pMq b L 2pMq.
Hence the range of rV contains the closure of the set ∆N pNq L
2
pMq bL 2pMq. As ∆N pNqpM bMq
is σ-weakly dense in Nb¯N by definition of a Galois co-object, we see that indeed the range of rV
equals L 2pNq bL 2pNq, so that rV is in fact a unitary.
Now we prove that rV P BpL 2pNqqb¯N . Using that BpL 2pNqqb¯N is a corner of BpL 2pNqqb¯Q, it
follows that it is sufficient to show that pω b ιqprV q P N for each ω P BpL 2pNqq

. We may further
simplify by taking ω of the form xΓN pzq, ΓN pyqy for y, z P NN,ψM , as the linear span of such elements
is dense in BpL 2pNqq. But then it follows from the definition of rV and a Fubini type argument that
pω b ιqprV q  pψM b ιqppz

b 1q∆N pyqq P N,
where we remark that pzb1q∆N pyq lies in the domain M
pιbϕM q of the operator valued weight ιbϕM
from Qb¯M to Q  Qb 1, since ∆N pyq
∆N pyq  ∆Mpy
yq and pzz b 1q are inside M 
pιbϕM q
.
Finally, if x P NN,ψM and ω P N  Q, we have the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
pιb ωqp∆N pxqq

pιb ωqp∆N pxqq ¤ }ω} pιb |ω|qp∆Mpx
xqq,
where |ω| is the absolute value of ω. It follows that pι b ωqp∆N pxqq P NN,ψM . If there further exist
y P NN,ψM and z P NM,ψM such that ω is of the form xΓMpzq, ΓN pyqy, it follows from the definition
of rV that
pιb ωqprV qΓN pxq  ΓN ppιb ωq∆N pxqq.
By the closedness of ΓN and the density of the linear span of such functionals in N, it follows that
this formula holds for any ω P N

.
Definition 2.4. Let pN,∆N q be a Galois co-object for a von Neumann algebraic quantum group
pM,∆M q. We call the unitary rV the right regular pN,∆N q-corepresentation of pN,∆N q.
Similarly, one can define a left such corepresentation W , such that W  will then be an element of
Nb¯BpL 2pNqq.
The following Proposition is an easy consequence of the definition of rV .
Proposition 2.5. Let pN,∆N q be a Galois co-object for a von Neumann algebraic quantum group
pM,∆M q. Let V be the regular right corepresentation for pM,∆M q, and let rV be the right regular
pN,∆N q-corepresentation for pN,∆N q.
1. For any x P N , we have
rV pxb 1qrV   ∆N pxq.
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2. The following pentagonal equation hold:
rV12 rV13V23  rV23 rV12.
Proof. Choose y P NM,ψM and x P N . Then xy P NN,ψN , and ΓN pxyq  xΓM pyq. From this,
it is immediately seen, using the definition of rV and V , that rV px b 1q  ∆N pxqV , and hence
rV pxb 1qV  ∆N pxq.
Since rV P BpL 2pNqqb¯N , and since we can implement ∆N by V and rV by means of the first point,
the pentagon identity for rV can be rewritten as pι b ∆N qprV q  rV12 rV13. It is then enough to prove
that, for any ω1, ω2 P N, we have
pιb ppω1 b ω2q ∆N qqprV q  pιb ω1qprV qpιb ω2qprV q.
But this follows immediately by applying these operators to a vector ΓN pxq with x P NN,ψM , and
using the final part of the previous Proposition together with the coassociativity of ∆N .
3 Projective corepresentations of von Neumann bialge-
bras
In order to prove Theorem 0.7, we will use the notion of a projective corepresentation of a von Neu-
mann bialgebra. This is not the most natural way of proving the Theorem, but the more direct manner
would require a lot of the arguments which are very similar to the ones of [5], some of which are quite
technical and subtle. We therefore thought it better to avoid this, and to actually use the results of [5].
The notion of a projective corepresentation was already introduced in Definition 0.8. Let us however
state clearly here what we mean by an isomorphism between projective corepresentations.
Definition 3.1. Let pM,∆M q be a von Neumann bialgebra. We call two projective corepresentations
α1 and α2 of pM,∆M q on respective Hilbert spaces H1 and H2 unitary equivalent if there exists an
isomorphism γ : BpH1q Ñ BpH2q such that α2  pγ b ιqα1.
The crucial property of a projective corepresentation will be that it can be implemented, in the same
way as ordinary projective representations of a locally compact group can be implemented by choosing
a (measurable) section UpHq{S1 Ñ UpH q, with U the (Polish) group of unitaries of a (separable)
Hilbert space. The notion we need for this is the following.
Definition 3.2. Let pM,∆M q be a von Neumann bialgebra, and pN,∆N q a (right) Galois co-object for
pM,∆M q. A (unitary) projective (left) pN,∆N q-corepresentation of pM,∆M q consists of a unitary G P
Nb¯BpH q (i.e., unitary as a map from L 2pMqbH to L 2pNqbH ), satisfying the corepresentation
property
p∆N b ιqG  G13G23.
If G1 and G2 are two pN,∆N q-corepresentations on respective Hilbert space H1 and H2, we call G1
and G2 unitary equivalent if there exists a unitary u : H1 Ñ H2 such that G2p1b uq  p1b uqG1.
If H is a Hilbert space, α : BpH q Ñ Mb¯BpH q a projective representation of pM,∆M q on H ,
and pN,∆N q a Galois co-object for pM,∆M q, we say that a projective pN,∆N q-corepresentation G
implements α if
αpxq  Gp1b xqG for all x P BpH q.
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It is easy to see that any projective pN,∆N q-corepresentation G on a Hilbert space H implements
in a unique way a projective corepresentation α on H , precisely by the formula αpxq  Gp1b xqG.
The fact that this is a coaction follows immediately by the relation between G with ∆N .
We next want to show that any projective corepresentation is implemented by an pN,∆N q-projective
corepresentation (for some pN,∆N q), but we first establish a uniqueness result. It will make use of
the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let pN,∆N q be a Galois co-object for a von Neumann bialgebra pM,∆M q, and let G be
an pN,∆N q-projective corepresentation on a Hilbert space H . Then the M -linear span of the space
tpι b ωqG | ω P BpH q

u is σ-weakly dense in N .
Proof. Let rN be the σ-weak closure of the space tpι b ωqpGqm | ω P BpH q

,m P Mu, and suppose
that rN  N . Then, if Q is the linking von Neumann algebra associated to N , there exists a non-zero
annihilator x P Q11 of rN , again since this space is a non-trivial right M -submodule of N . But this
means that xpι b ωqpGq  0 for all ω P BpH q

, and hence px b 1qG  0. As G is a unitary, we get
x  0, a contradiction. Hence rN  N .
Proposition 3.4. Let pM,∆M q be a von Neumann bialgebra, and α : BpH q ÑMb¯BpH q a projec-
tive corepresentation of pM,∆M q on a Hilbert space H .
Then if pN1,∆N1q and pN2,∆N2q are two Galois co-objects for pM,∆M q, both equipped with a pNi,∆Niq-
projective corepresentation Gi implementing α, then there exists an isomorphism pi : pN1,∆N1q Ñ
pN2,∆N2q of Galois co-objects such that ppi b ιqG1  G2.
Here, the notion of isomorphism for Galois co-objects is of course an isomorphism of Morita Hilbert
W-modules intertwining the comultiplication structures.
Proof. For ξ, η vectors in H , denote ωξ,η  xξ,  ηy, and denote θξ,η for the finite rank operator
χÑ xη, χyξ. Then if ξ1, ξ2, η1, η2 are vectors in H , it is easily seen that
pιb ωξ1,η1qpGiq

pιb ωξ2,η2qpGiq  pιb ωη1,η2qpG

i p1b θξ1,ξ2qGiq
 pιb ωη1,η2qpαpθξ1,ξ2qq,
for both i P t1, 2u.
The Proposition then follows immediately by the previous Lemma and Lemma 1.5.
However, this does not imply that a if pN,∆N q is a Galois co-object, and G1 and G2 two projective
pN,∆N q-corepresentations implementing the same projective corepresentation, that they are isomor-
phic. The reason is that for projective pN,∆N q-corepresentations with fixed pN,∆N q, the notion of
isomorphism is stronger. The concrete situation is the following.
Proposition 3.5. Let pN,∆N q be a Galois co-object for a von Neumann bialgebra, and let pQ,∆Qq
be the associated linking weak von Neumann bialgebra. Suppose that G1 and G2 are two projective
pN,∆N q-corepresentations on a Hilbert space H , such that
αpxq  G1 p1b xqG1  G

2 p1b xqG2 for all x P BpH q.
Then there exists a group-like unitary u P P such that G1  pv b 1qG2.
We recall that the group-like property means that ∆P pvq  v b v.
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Proof. As
G1G

2
P P b¯BpH q  BpL 2pNqqb¯BpH q
commutes with all p1b xq with x P BpH q, there exists a unitary v P P such that G1  pvb 1qG2. We
then must show that v is group-like. This follows by plugging in the above equality in the identities
p∆N b ιqpGiq  pGiq13pGiq23, using that ∆N pxyq  ∆P pxq∆N pyq for x P P and y P N .
Of course, it is still possible that pvb 1qG and G are isomorphic, but this will not always be the case.
Let us now prove that any projective corepresentation is implemented. In [5], we proved this for
von Neumann algebraic quantum groups, but in a very roundabout way. Here, we will give a rather
elementary proof which is valid in the more general setting of von Neumann bialgebras. Nevertheless,
we will later on actually need the result as it appears in [5], because it contains some more information.
Proposition 3.6. Let pM,∆M q be a von Neumann bialgebra, H a Hilbert space, and α : BpH q Ñ
Mb¯BpH q a projective corepresentation of pM,∆M q on H . Then there exists a Galois co-object
pN,∆N q for pM,∆M q, together with a projective pN,∆N q-corepresentation G on H which implements
α.
Proof. Choose an index set I with cardinality dimpH q, and let 0 be a distinguished element of I.
Choose a basis tei | i P Iu of H , and denote by eij the matrix units in BpH q with respect to this
basis. Let further K be a Hilbert space on which M is faithfully and normally represented, and
denote I  αpe00qpK bH q.
We can then define a unitary
G : K bH Ñ I bH : ξ Ñ
¸
iPI
pαpe0iqξq b ei,
the adjoint being
G
 : I bH Ñ K bH : ξ b δi Ñ αpei0qξ.
For any x P BpH q, we have
Gp1b xqG  αpxq,
which follows most easily if one takes x a matrix unit for example.
Denote then by N the σ-weakly closed linear span of
tpιb ω0jqpGqm | j P I,m PMu  BpK ,I q.
By definition, it is a right M -module. Moreover, just as in Proposition 3.4 one has, denoting ωij 
xei,  ejy, that
pιb ω0jqpGq

pιb ω0lqpGq  pιb ωjlqpαpe00qq, i, j, k, l P I.
Hence N becomes a Hilbert W-module by the formula xx, yyM  x
y.
Now for j, k, l P I, we have
pιb ωjkqpGq  pιb ω0lqpp1 b e0jqGp1b eklqq
 pιb ω0lqpGαpe0j qp1b eklqq

¸
iPI
pιb ω0iqpGqpι b ωilqpαpe0jqp1 b eklqq.
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Hence, each pιb ωjkqpGq lies in N , and thus G P Nb¯BpH q.
In particular, we have pιb ωi0qpGq P N . As
pιb ωi0qpGq

pιb ωi0qpGq  pιb ω00qpαpeiiqq
for i P I, we see that the linear span of the range of x  ,  yM contains pιb ω00qpαp1qq  1M , and so N
is a full Hilbert M -module. As it arises as a σ-weakly closed subspace of BpK ,I q, we have that N
is a Morita Hilbert M -module by Proposition 1.7.
Denote
xi  pιb ω0iqpGq P N,
and
yi  pιb ιb ω0iqpG13G23q P Nb¯N,
with i P I. As xi xj  pιb ωijqpαpe00qq, while
yi yj  pιb ιb ωijqppιb αqαpe00qq
 ∆Mpx

i xjq
by an easy computation, we can apply Lemma 1.5 to obtain a ∆M -compatible morphism ∆N : N Ñ
Nb¯N such that p∆N b ιqG  G13G23. The Proposition will then be proven if we can show that
pN,∆N q is a Galois co-object.
In fact, by the above compatibility with G, and the fact that the first leg of G generates N as a right
M -module, it follows immediately that ∆N will be coassociative. The only thing which remains then
is to see if ∆N pNqpMb¯Mq is σ-weakly dense in Nb¯N . But this follows precisely as in the proof of
Lemma 3.3.
Remark: In particular, the foregoing allows one to construct from a projective corepresentation of
pM,∆M q (i.e. a coaction on a type I-factor) a Galois co-object pN,∆N q, and hence, by Proposition
2.1, a linking weak von Neumann bialgebra pQ,∆Qq, which contains in turn a (possibly) new von
Neumann bialgebra pP,∆P q in its upper left corner. In [7], we applied this construction to the action
of SUqp2q on the standard Podles` sphere (whose associated von Neumann algebra is indeed a type
I-factor) to ‘rediscover’ Woronowicz’ quantum Ep2q group ([27]). In [8], we applied it to the action
of SUqp2q on a Z2-quotient of the equatorial Podles´ sphere (which can be interpreted as a quantized
projective plane, with again a type I-factor as its associated von Neumann algebra) to ‘rediscover’
the extended quantum SUp1, 1q group (as it appears in [12]). We hope in future work to obtain in
this way some interesting q-deformations of higher-dimensional non-compact Lie groups.
The following Proposition will be an immediate corollary of Proposition 3.4 and the results of [5]. We
first remark however that the object p pQ,∆
pQ
q which appears in the beginning of the first section of
[5] is a linking weak von Neumann bialgebra in the sense of the present paper. Indeed, pQ is a linking
von Neumann algebra by the remark following Proposition 1.6 of the present paper, and since ∆
pQ
was constructed in [5] as a unital map pQÑ pQ  pQ, it will hence make pQ a linking weak von Neumann
bialgebra. In fact, as we showed in [5] that this specific linking von Neumann bialgebra has von
Neumann algebraic quantum groups at its corners, it is a von Neumann algebraic linking quantum
groupoid in the terminology of the present paper.
Proposition 3.7. Let α be a projective corepresentation of a von Neumann algebraic quantum group
pM,∆M q on a Hilbert space H . Let pN,∆N q be a Galois co-object for which there exists a projective
pN,αq-corepresentation implementing α. Then the linking weak von Neumann bialgebra associated to
pN,∆N q is a von Neumann algebraic linking quantum groupoid.
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Proof. In Theorem 6.2 of [5], we constructed a von Neumann algebraic linking quantum groupoid
p
rQ, f,∆
rQ
q, such that the Galois co-object p rQ12,∆12q had a projective p rQ12,∆12q-corepresentation
implementing α. If then pQ, e,∆Qq is the linking weak von Neumann bialgebra associated to pN,∆N q,
we have, by Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 1.3, an isomorphism pi from pQ, e,∆Qq to p rQ, f,∆
rQ
q, which
intertwines ∆ because the restriction to the 12-part does. Hence pQ11,∆11q is a von Neumann algebraic
quantum group.
Finally, we use the previous Proposition to prove Theorem 0.7.
Proof (of Theorem 0.7). Let pM,∆M q be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group, and let pN,∆N q
be a Galois co-object for pM,∆M q. By Proposition 3.7, it is enough to show that there exists a left
pN,∆N q-corepresentation. But it is easy to see that, with Σ denoting the flip map and rV the regular
right pN,∆N q-corepresentation associated with pN,∆N q, we have that ΣrV Σ P Nb¯BpL
2
pNqq is a left
pN,∆N q-corepresentation by the pentagonal equation for rV . This concludes the proof.
Remark: The above proof is of course very sparse with information on how the invariant weights on the
comonoidally W-Morita equivalent von Neumann bialgebra pP,∆P q are obtained. The crucial point
to observe is that in [5], we proved that there exists a one-parameter-group of unitaries on L 2pNq
which implements the modular one-parametergroup (of say the left invariant weight) on pirpMq, where
pir is the natural right representation of M on L
2
pNq. A theorem due to Connes implies that this
one-parameter-family is in fact generated by the spatial derivative between (the opposite of) the left
invariant weight on M and a uniquely determined weight on P . We then showed that this new weight
is left invariant.
The way in which the above-mentioned one-parameter-group of unitaries was constructed is in itself
not so straightforward, and is heavily influenced by the way in which all structures on a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group interact with each other. In any case, even though the intuition from [5]
could in principle be used to prove Theorem 0.7 without recourse to the (dual) theory in [5], we have
deemed this task not worth the effort, as there seemed to be little gain in reiterating all technical
arguments.
4 2-cocycles
Let us now briefly consider the special case of cleft Galois co-objects, which are those Galois co-objects
constructed from a unitary 2-cocycle ([9]). This discussion will then supplement the one in the fifth
section of [5].
Definition 4.1. Let pM,∆M q be a von Neumann bialgebra, and Ω P Mb¯M a unitary. We call Ω a
unitary 2-cocycle if Ω satisfies the 2-cocycle identity:
pΩ b 1qp∆M b ιqpΩq  p1bΩqpιb∆M qpΩq.
Proposition 4.2. If Ω is a unitary 2-cocycle for a von Neumann algebraic quantum group pM,∆M q,
then
pN,∆N q : pM,Ω∆M p  qq
with xx, yyM  x
y for x, y PM , is a right Galois co-object for pM,∆M q.
Proof. The fact that ∆N is coassociative is immediate from the 2-cocycle identity. Also the other
properties of Galois co-objects are trivial to verify.
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The following Propositions are quite trivial to prove, but it is important to note them.
Proposition 4.3. If pN,∆N q is a Galois co-object for a von Neumann algebraic quantum group, and
N  M as right Hilbert W-modules, then there exists a unitary 2-cocycle Ω such that pN,∆N q 
pM,Ω∆M p  qq.
Proof. Identifying N with M as a right Hilbert W-module, we have that Ω  ∆N p1M q is a unitary,
satisfying the 2-cocycle condition since ∆N is coassociative and ∆N pxq  ∆N p1M q∆M pxq for x PM .
This final identity then also proves that ∆N  Ω∆M p  q.
Hence these Galois co-objects can be characterized as those for which the associated underlying W-
Morita equivalence (i.e. without the comonoidal structure) is trivial.
Proposition 4.4. Let Ω1 and Ω2 be two unitary 2-cocycles for a von Neumann algebraic quantum
group pM,∆M q, and let pN1,∆N1q and pN2,∆N2q be the associated Galois co-objects. Then pN1,∆N1q
and pN2,∆N2q are isomorphic iff Ω1 and Ω2 are coboundary equivalent, in that there exists a unitary
v PM such that
Ω2  pv

b vqΩ1∆M pvq.
Proof. If Ω1 and Ω2 are coboundary equivalent by a unitary v, it is immediately verified that left
multiplication by v provides an isomorphism between pN1,∆N1q and pN2,∆N2q.
Conversely, suppose that pM,Ω1∆M p  qq and pM,Ω2∆Mp  qq are isomorphic as right N -Galois co-
objects by a map φ. Then φp1M q is a unitary, whose adjoint we denote by v. Then φpmq  v
m for
all m P M . As φ intertwines the coproducts, we find that Ω2∆M pv

q  pv b vqΩ1, so that Ω1 and
Ω2 are coboundary equivalent.
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